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Intro
Hello and welcome, 
In this issue : Results of Rally Chile, Rallye Lyon-Charbonnière and Rallye de la Lys,
Good reading !

Results
World Rally Championship: Chile
Fast forest stages, that what waiting our drivers for this rally, and the results is pretty close !

WRC

Interesting Friday with 5 different stages winners on the 5 stages of this morning, joan was the 
fastest on the opening one, then Juhopack, mimowrc, hubertos and Riry. Hug was signalled 
stop early on the last stage. The afternoon a battle between hubertos and mimowrc start, the 
Toyota driver take advantage on a mistake in SS9, the Bulgarian drops a few seconds enough 
to drop down to 3rd behind Riry at 17sec of the lead, he’s just in front of mcdaros waiting his 
moment to take everyone by surprise and Juhopack 5th will surely push Saturday and get some
time back from the lead.



Short day for the 2nd leg, 3 stage to repeat twice, hubertos and mimowrc fight together as 
planed, the Bulgarian take the advantage and will leading tomorrow, during this time Ryri close 
the gap and is now at 7s of the lead, he can surprise everyone Sunday !
Juhopack take 4th place after seeing G.Ros retired on the last stage, mcdaros is 5th at 7s, joan
on his tail at 0,04s, the last stages will be very interesting !

With 3 scratch on 4 stages, mimowrc won the 4th round of the World Rally Championship, 
increasing at the same time his lead on the championship ranking.
hubertos finish 2nd at 11s, Ryri enable to follow the rhythm imposed by the M-SPORT driver 
will settle for a 3rd place, mcdaros wait to long and finish 6th behind joan who almost pass 
Juhopack on the Power Stage for 4th.
Gap were close, everyone fight hard to win points in this rally !







WRC-2

The fight was also rude in WRC-2, in the early stages the Top5 was exclusively French until 
vince97421 made a mistake and xav62 retired in SS4, Fufu26, WTF_ouhlalui and Marmotte 
then rejoin by PouletGrille late in the Friday morning are all in 10s. Leading in the first partial 
time in SS6, WTF_ouhlalui lost a minute going off road were no spectators could help, in oder 
to gain some time back he went maximum attack in SS7 and destroy his Fiesta R5 in SS9, his 
trip in Chile end here. During that time Fufu26 attempted to flee but PouletGrille try his best 
retain him, Marmotte and the Malagasy got exactly one second between them and they are 
down by 14sec of Fufu26 and his Hyundai i20.

Epic Saturday it was ! They show up great driving skills, they even finish the three morning 
stage in the same second ! Marmotte put pressure on his compatriot and take the lead in the 
last stage with an advantage of 2,3sec on Fufu26 and 5,5sec on PouletGrille.

Four stages to go and PouletGrille was the first to commit a mistake, losing 30sec ended his 
victory chances, assuring his lead Marmotte ended up getting his place stolen by Fufu26 who 
won by 1,84sec ahead of the Citroën C3.



JWRC

Surprisingly WATATAGUI isn’t dominating, in fact iamyourfriend was decided to not let him go.
Unfortunately, gap will increase and WATATAGUI will win his 3rd rally in row.
Iamyourfreind finish 2nd at 2 min. After battling over all the 20 stages, krzychu918 take 3rd 
place at 0,59 sec of Zio Pino, cevenol30 take 5th place.



Pro Team



French Tarmac Championship: Rallye Lyon-Charonnière

Overall

In overall nikteo is the only one who finish with a WRC car and he finish 2nd with a Toyota Yaris 
WRC.

In General mimowrc controlled the Rallye Lyon-Charbonnière since the beginning, 2nd is 
Juhopack 1sec ahead of hubertos, 1st in Michelin Trophy Marmotte with his trusty dusty 207 
S2000 finish 4th and JCW37 first in 2WD is in 5th place.



Michelin Trophy

acajouman manage to score a point with a Fiat 500 Abarth R3T, and not to far from the lead.

Junior



R5 :
7 starts / 4 classified.

1. mimowrc
2. Juhopack +01 :36,20

3. hubertos +01 :37,40

R4 :
4 starts / 2 classified.

1. Mcdaros
2. Romain +23:57,02

R3 :
6 starts / 1 classified.

1. acajouman

R2 :
5 starts / 3 classified.

1. Baloussy
2. Miniben +01 :26,07
3. Heman +08 :01,36

R2J :
3 partant / 3 classé.

1. Djess
2. Chrismus +04:37,25
3. Miniasca +08:35,27

R1 :
2 starts / 2 classified.

1. mruku
2. Jhudi +17:56,29

Groupe R :
27 starts / 15 classified.

1. mimowrc
2. Juhopack +01 :36,20
3. hubertos +01 :37,40

A8W :
6 starts / 1 
classified.

1. nikteo

A8 :
9 starts / 3 classified.

1. BenoitD
2. shadoc81  

+02:50,99
3. G.Ros 

+24:29,38

A7S / S2000 :
8 starts / 3 
classified.

1. Marmotte
2. RoadSter810

+18:16,43
3. TEMERUEZ 

+29:28,70

A7K / 2.0l Kit-Car :
8 starts / 3 
classified.

1. forzamanta
2. PATRICK 974

+00:12,49
3. jim +08:46,07

A6K / S1600 :
6 starts / 2 
classified.

1. Alpens 
Racing

2. titea 
+08:24,14

A7 :
3 starts / 1 
classified.

1. ghibau

A6 :
2 starts / 2 classified.

1. Echelon
2. Aidan 

+19:44,72

A5K :
5 starts / 2 
classified.

1. sanremo
2. Mig1zena 

+31:18,67

A5 :
3 starts / 2 
classified.

1. torwich
2. fenokley 974 

+08:46,71

Groupe A :
50 starts / 19 
classified.

1. nikteo
2. BenoitD 

+04:33,20
3. shadoc81 

+06:24,19



N4 :

8 starts / 6 classified.

1. Gabriel_Rosso

2. arnaud0308 +00:23,08

3. pepeta +12:00,62

N3 :

3 starts / 3 classified.

1. Hug

2. jo10 +04:58,01

3. yaccogulf +16:01,69

N2 :

1 starts / 0 classified.

N1 :

2 starts / 1 classified.

1. LEVSKI OMURTAG

Groupe  N :

10 starts / 7 classified.

1. Hug

2. Gabriel_Rosso +03:49,56

3. arnaud0308 +04:13,04

F2/14 :
10 starts / 2 classified.

1. Mika01
2. djany +21:26,19

F2/13 :
3 starts / 2 classified.

1. Ragno82
2. iamyourfriend 

+03:51,83

F2/12 :
0 starts / 0 classified.

Groupe F2000 :
13 starts / 4 classified.

1. Mika01
2. Ragno82 

+20:21,54
3. djany +21:26,19

GT / RGT :

11 starts / 6 classified.

1. JCW37

2. vince30530 +00:27,75

3. samy +02:06,56



French Cup: Rallye de la Lys

Overall



Historics / VHC

Committies

Alsace-Lorraine     :   djess
Champagne Ardenne : jo10
Langudoc Roussion : cevenol30
Limousin     :   juju8717
Midi-Pyrénées     :   Marmotte
Nord Picardie     :   zazon
PACA     :   Gilou84
Réunion     :   gordini
Rhone-Alpes: Fufu26



Other
Calendar

Week 24 from 08/06/2020 to 14/06/2020
    Acropolis Rally 2003 (Cf. 5) 3 20  FIA World Rally Championship 2003
      Rallye Vosges Grand Est 2 10  Championnat de France des rallyes asphalte

   Ronde du fromager 2 15  Rally Caribbean Challenge

Week 25 from 15/06/2020 to 21/06/2020
   Cyprus Rally 2003 3 18  FIA World Rally Championship 2003
   Delle valli Ossolane (Cf. 1) 2 6  Campionato Italiano rally
   Rallye du Gard ? ?  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte

Week 26 from 22/06/2020 to 28/06/2020
    Rallye Baies de Chaleurs 2 21  North American Rally Cup
    Rentise Ypres Rally 2 23  Belgian RallyeSim Championship

   Rally Poland ? ?  European Rally Championship
   Rallye du Saint-Marcellin ? ?  Coupe de France des rallyes asphalte



Skin of the month

BMW M3 Compact F2-14 Baessens / Genelle Rallye Charlemagne 2017      (by Miniasca)  
https://dk1.ti1ca.com/get/81.49.129.147/jn1jvc8q/BMWCompactBaessensCharlemagne17.rar

Skoda Fabia R5 Evo Suarez / Iglesias Promo 2020 (by Pablo)
https://www.gzrally.com/wp-content/uploads/asgarosforum/149/COHETE-2020.rar



This issue came very late, the cause of COVID-19 made me loose my job and I was forced to 
move out, I try my best to keep the pace and release each issues in time.
Do not hesitate to return to this magazine and if you want to share screenshots of your career 
mod rallies send them on the dedicated subjects in the Screenshot section of the forum or by 
PM. (If you wish a brief comment can be add).

Neuville RBR
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